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“we shall leave this city not less but 
more beautiful than we found it”

the ephebic oath



Baobab 

we are a boutique Brighton-based property development company and have 
been developing residential schemes across Sussex and London for over 10 
years.

all of our developments are united by the devotion to and championing of 
what we consider to be the essential elements in outstanding residential 
property development:

• design
• detail
• light
• space
• nature
• material
• relativism

we are recognised as developers of design, producing good homes that 
enhance the lives of those that live in them.

this design and human-centric approach has seen us pick up numerous awards, 
including two Sussex Heritage Awards and a RIBA award in 2017.

the green houses offer us the opportunity to add to the rich architectural 
heritage of Brighton, both contemporary and traditional and provide two 
impeccably designed homes that embrace and exploit the natural resources 
Brighton is blessed with.
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withdean
this three house scheme in the Withdean hills was designed by John Pard-
ey Architects and completed in 2017 and has garnered RIBA and Sussex 
Heritage Awards.

hurstpierpoint
this is a ten house scheme proposed for a site in Hurstpierpoint for which 
we hope to gain planning permission this year. A modern take on the cul de 
sac, it will provide ten high quality homes in an idyllic rural setting.

tongdean
this Carl Turner designed single dwelling completed in 2019 and has become 
an exemplar of high design in a residential setting; the attention to detail in 
the design and construction is unparalleled.

kemp town
a gut renovation of a Victorian house in the heart of Kemp Town. This was 
a sensitive balance of introducing contemporary living and design in to a 
traditional five storey home, all the while celebrating its original character
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we pride ourselves on not being like other developers. We are driven by the 
product line, not the bottom line. A competing tender for this site presented 
a scheme of six houses. We think six is too many but would make good 
money; we think two is just right and would make better houses.

we are guided by three divining principles when designing our developments:

hindsight

it is incredibly important that our schemes sit sympathetically within their 
context. There is nothing worse than developments that don’t belong where 
they are situated, that could be anywhere rather than there. Good design 
should also be aware of and build upon the heritage, history and character of 
the area, to contribute to, not detract from.

insight

the content of our schemes defines us as developers and we seek to employ 
the best architects, designers and consultants we can muster to deliver 
schemes of architectural merit, technical quality and sensitive design. We want 
to be relativistic and not opportunistic: far too much residential architecture 
seeks to dominate, with no scale or connection to the surroundings nor 
respect for the landscape, with the ratio of ‘green’ to the built mass being far 
too small.

foresight

we are keen to consider the consequence of our developments, what value 
will they bring to their occupants and the area in which they are situated? 
What positive difference will they make? Will they advance the architectural 
conversation on within the city?
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site

east brighton 
golf club

roedean 
school

roedean cafe

the marina

green houses 
site

supermarket
the white 

lodge

john howard 
house

john howard 
cottages

east brighton 
park

surroundings
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Roedean Gap is a slight dip in the cliffs between Black 
Rock and Ovingdean Gap and has been known as such 
since at least 1724.

it was the site of a tollgate on the Newhaven Turnpike and 
Roedean Farm stood on the clifftop until the construction 
of Marine Drive in the early 1930s.

history

Roedean road itself opened between Arundel 
Road and the Coast Road at Roedean Farm in 
1897 as an alternative to the clifftop road which 
had become unusable to the east of Black Rock 
owing to severe cliff erosion; seventy five feet of 
land had been lost in fifty years.
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houses in Roedean

John Howard Cottages

The White Lodge

John Howard House Roedean School



the white lodge

Vita Sackville-West Sir Edwin Lutyens

Lutyen’s 
terrace

the White Lodge was originally 
built in 1904 for Fanny Martineau, 
a founder of Roedean School, & 
designed by J W Simpson,  the 
School’s architect.

it was sold to poet and polymath 
Vita Sackville-West in 1924 who 
had the building altered by Sir 
Edwin Lutyens. These additions 
included the one storey wings, 
entrance hall, a terrace and a 
decorative sunken garden, an 
innovative piece of garden design 
responding to the exposed and 
sloping nature of the site.

it is an architectural asset to the city and one of a few 
early 20th century seafront residences of this scale. It 
is also an example of the work of the revered Edwin 
Lutyens, a rare bonus indeed for Brighton. 

the White Lodge very much informed the direction 
of our development and was a great inspiration for 
the Green Houses.
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we have assembled a first rate team of architects, designers and consultants 
for this scheme. Such a prestigious site and our exacting ambition for it 
demanded we find, locally wherever possible, the best people to deliver 
these houses.

Studio Octopi
a multi award winning London based practice, known for creative and 
considered architecture, led by a focus on material, light and simplicity. They 
are the recipient of numerous RIBA awards, the last coming in 2019

nicholas dexter studio
Brighton based landscape design studio, specialising in site specific, 
contemporary gardens, characterised by material led, modern hard 
landscaping offset by naturalistic, wild coastal planting; nd:studio medalled 
at the prestigious Royal Chelsea Flower Show

NTR planning
awarded the Small Planning Consultancy of the Year in 2019 by the RTPI, 
they have very close ties to Brighton having worked on the Preston Barracks 
and Circus Street sites with developers U+I and are currently consulting on 
major (and now minor!) schemes within the city

We Like Today
a Hove based multi-disciplinary design studio. Their recent work within the 
city includes Platform9, the Sea Lanes and the winning tender for Shelter 
Hall

Cityzen Design
a local technical design studio, consulting on sustainability, energy and 
performance for the houses.

The Magnificent Works Co
a family contracting firm, with roots in the area going back some 400 years. 
They have made their name delivering exquisite, crafted and detailed work 
on grade listed refurbishments, as well as progressive new build architecture 
(they built our Tongdean house and 5 John Pardey houses in Lewes for us)dream team
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the scheme we have developed for this site, the green houses, comprises two 
contemporary family houses, set back in to the Sussex landscape. We sought 
to put nature front and centre in to the fabric of the scheme, burying the 
sympathetic, terraced architecture in a blanket of green. The houses are to be 
materially, naturally and beautfully ordered: an all round better approach and 
point of view for all. Architecture for living, united by nature.

we have sought to sit them sympathetically in their surroundings; this is 
achieved by recessing them in to the landscape, allowing them to drift up the 
downs, rather than dominate atop. These are quiet houses. We want them to 
be outstanding by not being out standing. 

we have used the housing typologies of local architecture, such as the pitched 
roofs of the White Lodge, Roedean School and many others, as well as the 
use of red brick with champagne coloured accents, echoing Brighton College 
and Roedean School in their material colour palette.

we have converted a lot of potential internal space to outside space, belying 
and underlining our principles that being outside and amongst nature enriches 
the soul and experience of living in a space.The vast amount of glazing at first 
floor level will provide incredible views over the Downs and to the Sea, the 
two natural jewels in Sussex’s crown.

we also want to present an architecturally arresting and pleasing elevation for 
those looking in, a sea of green to greet their eye, mindful that these houses 
should be an enhancement of, not an imposition upon, the local landscape. 

we are mindful of our responsibilities for building houses that are better for 
the environment, and the green houses will feature air source heat pumps, 
exceed the statutory thermal performance targets, exploit solar gain and 
create a biodiverse habitat through and within their gardens.

we have worked very closely with East Brighton Golf Club in the development 
of the scheme and the design, enabling them to improve and expand their 
provision and offering to their members and the public at large.

we recognise the need for good quality housing in these times of housing 
shortages and feel these houses can assist with this whilst providing houses 
of architectural merit, reaffirming Brighton’s heritage as a city of progressive 
planning and architecture, paying respect to the heritage of the area whilst 
retaining a little of the punk rock attitude which gave birth to the Brighton 
Pavilion all those years ago. 

the green houses:

green through their embracing and weaving of nature in to the fabric of the 
building and design; 
green because they employ environmentally friendly methods of 
construction and living;
green as they are next to the putting green of East Brighton Golf Club...!
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the original concept sketch for the development
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value...relativity...love...consideration cost...opportunity...logic...imposition

the green houses are development by the former... ...and not the latter:

a breath of fresh air.



‘I should see the garden far better,’
said Alice to herself, `if I could get to
the top of that hill: and here’s a path
that leads straight to it...’ Lewis Carroll


